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Exercise 1: ((de)coding MIPS instructions) (2 points)
The assembler instructions of the MIPS processor are (see ”Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)” in
the section ”Layouts” on the lecture’s web page):

• r-type: Mnemonic / destination register / source register 1 / source register 2
Example: add R1 R2 R3 (add the values of registers R2 and R3 and store the result in R1)

• i-type: Mnemonic / destination register / source register / 16-bit constant
Example: add R1 R2 123

• j-type: Mnemonic / constant
Example: j 500

For coding of three instruction formats as bit strings refer to Figure 3.1 on page 64 in the
textbook. Note, that MIPS instruction format is identical to DLX instruction format (presented
in the textbook).

1. What does the following instruction do (highest bit is on the left side)? Write it in MIPS
assembler and describe in words.

00110100101001000000000001100100

2. Code the following two assembler instructions as bit strings:

add R1 R2 R3

ori R25 R12 3637

Exercise 2: (Arithmetic unit) (3 points)
In the lecture we have calculated neg and ovf for the case of two’s complement numbers. In the
exercise you need to calculate them for the binary numbers.

Exercise 3: (Arithmetic unit) (3 points)
In the textbook on page 30 there is a construction of the arithmetic unit for the two’s complement
numbers. In the exercise you need to give a construction of the unit for both binary and two’s
complement numbers. Use the conditional sum adder for an n−bit adder.

Exercise 4: (Multiplier) (3 points)
Derive formulae for the cost and the delay of an (n,m)−multiplier which is constructed according
to the school method, using carry chain adders as building blocks.
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